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Castle Peak: A Geobank and Field Marshal Case Study 

Castle Peak Mining Ltd. (TSX-V: CAP, “Castle Peak”) is a Canadian-

based exploration and development company focussed on 
advancing both greenfield and early stage gold projects. The 
company holds a strategic land package in the Ashanti belt, known 
as the Akorade project, which lies adjacent to several actively 
producing gold mines in Ghana, Africa. The Ashanti belt is known 
as one of the most prolific gold belts in the world, with over 
150 million proven ounces uncovered and current investment 
estimated to be in excess of $3.3B USD. 

Initial target generation was based on interpreted geology, 
historical sampling (streams, gridded soil, auger and limited 
trenching) and the presence of artisanal mining; a recently 

completed airborne geophysical survey (VTEM) also contributed 
to initial targeting. 

Castle Peak completed 6,814m in the Phase I drill program. 
The drill campaign started in late April, 2011, with a single core 
drill undertaking initial evaluation of drill-ready targets on the 
Nkwanta, Asuogya-Ayiem, and POW concessions. Results were 
similar to exploration efforts at neighbouring deposits and initial 
follow-up on two of the key targets (Apankrah and Dansuom) 
is planned. Continued target generation and evaluation on the 
significant land package will occur in order to prioritise and define 
the greatest resource potential. 

Data Management Software Assists to Organise Essential Drill Data 

The Problem
As a junior explorer, Castle Peak strives to maximise their dollars 
“into the ground”. In doing so, data collected is their most 
valuable asset and must therefore be managed appropriately. 
In addition, the data collected must be accessible for a number 
of downstream uses that will support target generation and 
evaluation, ultimately allowing them to calculate a resource in 
an efficient and cost effective manner.

Given the company was aggressive to initiate drill testing of 
their considerable land package, there were many issues which 
needed to be addressed. New data acquisition, which included 
the requirement of front-end data collection for work ranging 
from soil sample collection to drill core logging and sample 
management, took priority over input of historical data.  
This included the evaluation of quality, compilation and 
inclusion in dataset, which still had to be considered when 
building the back-end.

“We were highly impressed with the flexibility and scalability of the solutions.”

Mr Mireku, Castle Peak Data Manager



The Outcomes
Geobank assisted Castle Peak by enabling it to control the data 
collection end, which had the effect of limiting or reducing entry 
errors. This ultimately resulted in a more timely use of data from 
the database, and supported Castle Peak Data Manager Larry 
Mireku’s view that “Good data in, good data out in a timely 
fashion allows data to be used by a number of end users, on a 
variety of platforms.” Mr Mireku continues “No more spread 
sheets, fewer errors, more time using the data and confidence in 
its quality - dollars in the ground are accessible and can be used  
to add value to our project.”

Castle Peak is now able to log directly into the software (Field 
Marshal) and export it on a regular basis to the database, saving 
many man-days on transcription from paper to spread sheets.  
The company has also benefited from the reduced amount of time 
that has historically been spent checking for errors - effectively 
reducing the field crew by one position per drill rig (data entry). 

For Castle Peak, what most stood out about this implementation 
was the scalable and user friendly attributes of Field Marshal  
and Geobank. 

Future plans for the company now include:

• Expanding the handheld Field Marshal usage

•  Better linkage to GIS platform and when required,  
resource estimation platform

•  Upgrading Field Marshal to the level that allows point  
of capture data integrity validation similar to Geobank

•  Upgrading charts for assay QAQC reporting on certified 
reference materials, blanks and duplicates - currently the 
charts are satisfactory however not legible for export and 
inclusion in documents 

•  Improving merge statements to allow faster validation when 
importing large amounts of data, especially surface samples

Mr Mireku concludes “MICROMINE’s Geobank and Field Marshal 
solutions were more than sufficient in meeting and surpassing our 
data management requirements. We were highly impressed with 
the flexibility and scalability of the solutions and will not hesitate 
to recommend them for future operations.”

The Solution
From a data collection perspective, Field Marshal appeared to have the flexibility 
required to deliver on the variety of activities to be executed throughout the 
company’s exploration program. Additionally, it was supported on hand-held units 
with built in GPS, which was a significant bonus. Lastly, Geobank’s Sample Tracker 
module appeared to support the direction in flexibility and potential growth that 
Castle Peak was looking for in a product.

Being a small company, Castle Peak was looking for a scalable solution which 
offered significant flexibility up-front. The company also saw the importance  
of having support from a responsive team in a local office. MICROMINE’s 
Vancouver office was perceived as well positioned to support a small, growing 
exploration company like Castle Peak, without the threat of having to compete 
with larger clients. 

In August 2011, Castle Peak acquired three Field Marshal licences and one 
Geobank license. Training was provided to Castle Peak’s Data Manager who  
then trained Castle Peak’s field crew.

The company was highly satisfied with the post-sale implementation and  
support. The MICROMINE consultant who implemented the Geobank solution  
for Castle Peak has been described as “very professional and capable of 
performing the task.”
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